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WALLS

FOUNDATIONS

ASPHALTIC
COVERBOARD
/ PROTECTION
BOARD
SELF-ADHESIVE
AIR/VAPOUR
BARRIER MEMBRANE
SOPRABOARD
THICKNESS

1/8” & 1/4”

WEIGHT

0.9 & 1.9 lb/ft2

BOARD SIZE

4x4, 4x5, 4x8

SOPRABOARD asphaltic coverboard is a semi-rigid roofing substrate board
for use in multi-ply membrane and flashing assemblies and also serves
as a protection board for waterproofing applications. SOPRABOARD is
composed of a mineral fortified asphaltic core formed between two fiberglass
reinforcing plies designed for compatibility with heat welded, cold-adhered,
self-adhered or hot mopped assemblies. The performance characteristics of
SOPRABOARD surpass the competition. See the chart below to learn more!

Superior compressive strength vs competitive materials

RELATED PRODUCTS

No need for priming in most applications

DUOTACK 365
Two-part polyurethane adhesive may
be used for installing coverboards
including SOPRABOARD

Asphalt to asphalt compatibility results in some of the highest
wind and fire rated assemblies over most decks; up to -525 lb/sq ft
Lightweight for easier handling and cutting with less breakage

SOPRABOARD 1/8” OUTPERFORMS THE COMPETITION AT 1/4” & 1/2”

WEIGHT
SURFACING
WATER
ABSORPTION

SOPRABOARD,
1/8”

COMPETITOR A,
1/4”

COMPETITOR A,
1/2”

COMPETITOR B,
1/4”

COMPETITOR B,
1/2”

0.9 lb/sq ft

1.2 lb/sq ft

2.0 lb/sq ft

1.5 lb/sq ft

2.7 lb/sq ft

Asphaltic saturated
fiberglass

Fiberglass mat
w/non-asphaltic
coating

Fiberglass mat
w/non-asphaltic
coating

Fiberglass mat

Fiberglass mat

<1.0%

5%

5%

10%

10%

900 psi

900 psi

1800 psi

1800 psi

$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$$$

COMPRESSIVE
1610 psi
STRENGTH
*Information
based on published
COST
$$ data

SOPREMA.US • 1.800.356.3521

SOPREMA.CA • 1.877.MAMMOUTH

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

2

1

Place SOPRABOARD in desired position.

Adhere SOPRABOARD with mechanical
fasteners, DUOTACK 365 insulation
adhesive, or hot asphalt. Refer to the
SBS Roofing Manual for additional
application guidelines.

3

Subsequent base ply membranes
are adhered via heat-welding, cold
adhesive, self-adhesive or hot asphalt
applications.

If you have any questions about this product or its installation,
please contact your SOPREMA representative.
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